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APPROACHING LOCAL GOVERNMENT WITH A: 

COMMITTEE OF SAFETY PREPAREDNESS PLAN 

FOR A NATIONAL EMERGENCY  
 

THE PURPOSE of the following plan is to create uniformity in order to achieve a “Viable National Plan” to 

preserve, protect and restore our American way of life: Each county will need to decide for themselves the 

details on how they can proceed in the keeping of the following uniform plan which is their duty as a 

compassionate and sensible People to prepare for. This plan should be the Committee of Safety’s first 

order of business after electing a board. Next, meet with the Sheriff and then with town boards to discuss 

the plan. A copy of this plan should be distributed after every Committee of Safety presentation. 

If you google “Your State Your County Emergency Preparedness Plan” you will find that your county is 

prepared for the following emergencies:  

1) Storms 

2) Floods 

3) Power Outages 

4) Public Health Emergencies 

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS ARE NOT PREPARED for some national emergencies which have been intentionally 

left to FEMA and Homeland Security, such as a monetary collapse which will take “ALL CONTROL” 

away from local governments and therefore the People. In such an emergency, the electrical grid will go 

down, normal communications will cease, the movement of all products will come to a halt, there will be 

food and water shortages and chaos will rule the streets. People will be dying on a biblical scale unless 

We the People take control through our local governments. The federal government cannot manage this 

type of an emergency without controlling the People by force at the “end of a barrel of a gun” (Mao), 

therein, their need for “foreign troops” on American soil. 

FEMA’s plans for these types of Emergencies are as documented below: 

1) Presidential Directive Number 54 signed by President Reagan in April 1984 provided for FEMA to engage 

in a secret national "readiness exercise" under the code name of REX 84. The plan called for the suspension 

of the Constitution, turning control of the government over to FEMA, appointment of military commanders 

to run state and local governments and the declaration of Martial Law. The plan also advocated the 

rounding up and transferring to "assembly centers or relocation camps" of at least 21 million Americans in 

the event of massive rioting or disorder. 

2) Executive Order #10995: Seizure of all communications media in the United States. 

3) Executive Order #10997: Seizure of all electric power, fuels and minerals, public and private. 

4) Executive Order #10999: Seizure of all means of transportation, including personal cars, trucks or vehicles 

of any kind and total control of highways, seaports and waterways. 

5) Executive Order #11000: Seizure of all American people for work forces under federal supervision 

including the splitting-up of families if the government finds it necessary. 

6) Executive Order #11001: Seizure of all health, education and welfare facilities, public and private. 

7) Executive Order #11002: Empowered the postmaster general to register all men, women and children in the 

United States. 
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8) Executive Order #11003: Seizure of all airports and aircraft. 

9) Executive Order #11004: Seizure of all housing and financial authorities to establish forced relocation since 

designated areas will be abandoned as "unsafe". 

10) Executive Order #11005: Seizure of all railroads, inland waterways and storage facilities, public and 

private. 

11) Executive Order #12919: Signed June 3, 1994, by President Clinton encompasses all the above executive 

orders.  

12) On March 16, 2012 President Obama signed Executive Order 13603, calling for National Defense 

Resources Preparedness, which puts our nation in a permanent state of martial law that only needs to be 

activated by the President, whenever (s)he should choose to do so. 

In order for the federal government to maintain control of a free People, they would need to govern with 

an iron fist and use foreign troops to do so. The question that demands an answer is, why doesn’t the 

federal government work with local authorities creating a plan that utilizes America’s most precious 

resource “WE THE PEOPLE” to take control and maintain law and order? Neighborly compassion will not 

be part of their initiative. Tyrants and foreign enemies will take advantage of our weakness, and America 

as we know it will be lost. America will be unrecognizable and unalienable rights will be lost forever 

because the nature of an unchecked government is “once it exercises power, it never peacefully 

relinquishes that power back to the People”. 

We the People are not helpless. Common sense dictates that the People take control of their own lives and 

defend their own communities. Any plan that takes that power from the People is a destructive and 

devious plan, and certainly not American. Therefore, “We the People” through “Committees of Safety” 

across America need to prepare an outlined plan that works with our local governments that already have 

all the necessary local emergency preparedness services in place along with virtually all the manpower 

necessary to achieve compassionate control of our communities namely, We the People! 

We the People through the COMMITTEE OF SAFETY can and will maintain compassionate law and 

order thousands of times better than any foreign troops could. The last thing we need or will tolerate is 

being ruled over by foreigners. We the People will only permit governing by our consent. 

Through the creation of “Committees of Safety, controlled by grassroots in all 3000+ counties across 

America, We the People are methodically mobilizing for the likeliness of a “monetary collapse” in order 

to bring America, under the Constitution for the United States of America, back on its feet as swiftly as 

possible and with minimum injury of the unalienable rights of We the People, something the federal 

government could never achieve. 

People living in towns and villages will be able to survive on the resources within their counties if 

properly planned for and managed. Considering that all counties are organizing “Committees of Safety” 

(which will sustain humanitarian mindfulness), bartering between the counties can and will occur quickly 

and food, water, electric, medical supplies and fuel can be comfortably rationed out levelheadedly as we 

the People diligently work together to restore and protect America according to the emergency. 

The biggest problem America faces in such an emergency is in the cities. It is logically presumed that 

most people will leave the cities in search of food, water and shelter and therefore committees of safety 

working with their local governments need to prepare for the receiving of these people. This will prevent 

chaos from ruling our highways and byways. 
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America has 18,443 towns and 297 cities. According to the 2016 censes estimates there are 323.7 million 

people in America and 90,492,150 of them live in American cities, that’s a ratio of about 2.5:1. Many city 

people will go to friends and relatives in these towns. Some will remain in the cities as they work through 

their local challenges. 

Therefore, a reasonable ratio might be 8:1 meaning that each town will need to prepare for a 20% 

temporary increase in their population. As towns reach whatever quota they believe they can handle 

Committees of Safety can develop plans for transporting the overflow of People to other towns whose 

humanitarian duties are the same. Therefore, each town will need to prepare emergency shelter using 

vacant housing, motels, auditoriums, churches and etc. There is no reason for turning away People and 

thereby causing people to act desperately to survive, when we can help each other. 

The following is a framework that every Committee of Safety once formed needs to develop and act upon 

quickly along with the creation of a (sub) Committee of Correspondence necessary for the 

communications and cooperation between counties and states necessary for the success of our survival 

physically, morally and nationally as a Common Law Republic. 

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS 

Begin by choosing groups in your area that you feel may be interested in forming a Committee of 

Safety (COS). These might include liberty groups, veterans groups with benefit issues, school 

groups that may be concerned with the current taxes or curriculum, e.g. Common Core, and 

groups that have a wide base in the community such a firemen etc.  

Contact members in these groups to get a minimum of 6 people committed to as many as are 

willing to participate for a gathering at a convenient location and date.  

If you only expect a few people, you might have them gather in your home, firehouse, or other 

public building. If you expect a larger number of people, public libraries normally have a 

conference room available and usually have a projector and possibly speakers that you can use 

with a laptop computer. 

Create a committee of safety by first voting in the following officers (1) Chairman (2) Co-

Chairman (3) Secretary (4) Treasurer (5) Chairman for (sub) Committee of Correspondence. 

Plan and actively seek out membership with a goal of seeking one (or more) members from each 

town and cities within your county. This may take a while continue the following steps as you 

build your membership. 

SECOND 

Define the purpose of the COS as needed in your community; this will vary in each community. 

THIRD 

Discuss the following issues establishing a friendly and positive relationship with the County 

Sheriff and local government and make resolutions. [Add new issues after establishing the 

following first. Do not address any concerns like Agenda 21, Common Core, etc. with local 

governments until you develop a positive relationship first.] 
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FORTH 

Meet with Sheriff and discuss with him that We the People have initiated a “Committee of Safety” 

[COS] because we are concerned with local government adherence to the Constitution thus 

making sure that our county and town governments are prepared for a national disaster and that we 

are approaching it constitutionally. For more information and ideas see docs “Agenda for the first 

meeting with the Sheriff”, “Agenda for the second meeting with the Sheriff” and “Guide Lines for 

the Sheriffs visit”, found at http://nationallibertyalliance.org/COS. 

Give the Sheriff a digital copy (thumb drive) of the COS power point video and a digital and paper 

copy of the 36 page document entitled “Power and Authority of The County Sheriff”, found at 

http://nationallibertyalliance.org/COS. 

Assure the Sheriff that we know that our county has professional emergency services such as town 

fire departments and rescue teams; town, city and state police departments and most importantly a 

County Sheriff who is the “Chief Administrator and Law Enforcer” of his county. The county and 

towns have well planned protocols and integrated communications in place to deal with disasters 

such as storms, power outages, floods, public health emergencies, aviation disasters and chemical 

and biological emergencies. Therefore, we are not planning to reinvent the wheel or interfere with 

their professional decisions and protocols. We in fact completely and totally trust and support their 

expertise and competence. 

The one thing that We the People are concerned about that has not yet been addressed, is the 

“Constitutional Chain of Command” during a “National Disaster” such as a “Monetary Collapse”. 

This issue cannot wait until a disaster occurs and no viable plan concerning a lawful Constitutional 

Chain of Command is in effect. 

For whatever reason the federal government has plans to “un-constitutionally” seize control of 

local governments and establish martial law [as unconstitutional presidential directives addressed above makes 

clear] which will not prevent anarchy, but fuel it. As addressed earlier FEMA engaged a national 

"readiness exercise" under the code name of REX 84 which called for the suspension of the 

Constitution and turning complete control of all local governments over to FEMA while using UN 

troops to keep law and order and not We the People. There exists “NO CONSTITUTIONAL 

AUTHORITY” for the federal government to suspend the constitution, seize control of State and 

local governments and turn over control to the “military” under martial law. 

Amendment X The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor 

prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people. 

The Constitution provides for the People under local government control to maintain law and order under 

posse comitatus. The People need to work under the authority of local government to compassionately 

help their neighbors in times of crisis. If the federal government wants to help by sending aid we will 

accept it. 
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Posse Comitatus Act (1878) - Posse comitatus means "the power or force of the county." 

The term refers to a doctrine of ancient English common law authorizing a sheriff to 

summon the assistance of the able-bodied male population above the age of 15. These 

appointed special deputies would aid the sheriff in keeping the peace, executing writs, 

quelling riots, capturing felons, and otherwise enforcing the laws. Unlike the organized 

militia, a posse was usually gathered as needed. The practice continued in the United 

States, as the posse became necessary in American colonial and frontier tradition. 

America has 18,443 towns and 297 cities with an estimated 323.7 million people; the federal government 

cannot possibly compassionately help all of We the People. All Americans “NEED” to come together and 

work together this is the way of a free and moral People. We the People will “NOT” go to FEMA camps, 

we will remain in our communities and work with our local Sheriff and local government authorities to 

help and care for our family, friends and neighbors as we return stability to our communities. 

FIFTH 

Meet with our local Town and City Boards to address the same issues we shared with our Sheriff. 

 

EXAMPLE OF RESOLUTIONS 

WHEREAS: An emergency that would cause chaos in our Counties such as a monetary collapse or other 

national disruption [herein after called national disaster] and thereby “Law and Order” would need to be 

reestablished and our community would need protection from would-be tyrants, criminals, roaming gangs, 

etc.; the securing of our Liberties, our Constitution and the guarantee of our Republic requires that every 

county have a Chief Executive and Administrative Officer. Our Common Law Constitution has already 

established such a Chief Executive and Administrative Officer. We the People being a lawful People will 

require the obedience of all elected and appointed servants to serve and obey the Law of the Land. 

The United States Supreme Court said: “The Sheriff is the “Chief Executive and Administrative Officer” 

of a county chosen by popular election. … He is also the chief conservator of the peace within his 

territorial jurisdiction.” Harston v. Langston, Tex.Civ. App., 292 S.W. 648, 650. (emphasis added) 

DURING A NATIONAL DISASTER concerning Law and Order it is: 

RESOLVED: 

1) All city, town, village and state police are subservient to the Sheriff. 

2) The COUNTY SHERIFF is to notify all police enforcement operating within his jurisdiction that he is 

taking 100% control of the security of the County and all police enforcements are to report to the 

Sheriff as to the Sheriffs protocol(s). 

3) The COUNTY SHERIFF is to exercise “Posse Comitatus” during an emergency as he deems 

necessary. 

4) The COUNTY SHERIFF is not to share or relinquish said control with any federal or state agency. 

5) … 
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DURING A NATIONAL DISASTER concerning LOCAL GOVERNMENT it is: 

RESOLVED: 

1) LOCAL GOVERNMENT is the closest to the people and the most capable to respond to and serve the 

People during a national disaster and therefore, LOCAL GOVERNMENT control shall not be 

relinquished to any state or federal authorities. We the People working through our local 

government are the authority and understand the needs of the People. 

2) … 

DURING A NATIONAL DISASTER concerning emergency services it is: 

RESOLVED: 

1) Emergency services DURING A NATIONAL DISASTER are to proceed according to existing 

protocols. 

2) When necessary additional volunteers can be trained to handle projected emergencies DURING A 

NATIONAL DISASTER. 

DURING A NATIONAL DISASTER concerning DUE PROCESS it is: 

RESOLVED: 

1) The Fifth Amendment common law grand jury shall continue to operate and consider indictments 

concerning all criminal charges. 

2) The Sixth Amendment common law trial by jury shall continue to operate. 

3) … 

DURING A NATIONAL DISASTER concerning Work Forces and Community Relations it is: 

RESOLVED: 

1) Each town is to provide for the receiving of the People for the filling of voluntary work positions 

with town, county and local businesses in order to provide, water, food, services, electricity, 

security etc. 

2) All able bodied people are to participate, simply put; if you don’t work you don’t eat. 

3) Each Town is to have weekly town meetings at venues large enough to accommodate all the 

People (outside venues if necessary) in order to communicate to the People the state of the town 

and county and discuss openly problems and solutions. 

4) … 

DURING A NATIONAL DISASTER concerning ?????? it is: 

RESOLVED: 

1) … 


